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The Job to Be Done

Optimize the size of the cluster for the customer’s volume of 
data in order to minimize cloud costs maintaining the 
current batch execution times

Challenges:
• high volume of data
• changing volume of data
• reduce manual work required in the tuning process

Tuning performed at configuration level (no code changes)



Apache Spark
Performance 101



Apache Spark: Architecture Overview

https://spark.apache.org/docs/latest/cluster-overview.html

https://spark.apache.org/docs/latest/cluster-overview.html#cluster-mode-overview


Why Is Tuning Spark Complex?

Configuring a Spark job is as much an art as a science. Choosing a 
configuration depends on the size and setup of the data storage 
solution, the size of the jobs being run (how much data is processed), 
and the kind of jobs. 

Spark’s default settings are designed to make sure that jobs can be 
submitted on very small clusters, and are not recommended for 
production
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The Layers of the Spark Stack

Application (~ ???)

Apache Spark (~ 200)

Hadoop YARN (~ 200)

Java (~ 800)

OS (~ 100)



Let's Add AWS Configurations to the Picture!

Cloud-managed services such as AWS’ Elastic MapReduce 
provide a new range of flexibility:
• you can provision on demand the resources you need
• you don’t have to worry about multitenancy

But that adds a new set of configurations to pick from:
• # instances in the cluster
• instance family
• instance size



The Approach
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Business intelligence application in 
the digital media industry, 
generating KPIs on service fruitions

~ 15 mln customers

~ 1 mln daily visits 

~ 25 mln daily raw events:
• browsing
• text searches
• % consumed content

~ 15 GB of daily raw data

The Use Case: Big Data Analytics for Digital Services
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The Goal

Goal
Minimize the monthly cost of the cluster on AWS EMR
Achieved by either speeding up the application or reducing 
allocated resources. Or why not both?

Constraints
The result has to comply with the SLAs, can’t exceed 150% of 
baseline execution time. Furthermore, we don’t want to 
exceed the baseline cluster hourly price.



The Tuned Parameters

worker nodes size

master node size

# worker nodes

driver CPUs

driver memory

parallelism

executors memory

executors CPUs

# executors



Working Around the Bottlenecks

Early analysis highlighted bottlenecks 
in the parallelism caused by 
imbalances in the data distribution



The Results



Converging to Optimum. No Humans Involved.

Baseline

AI learns 
from failures

50 tested configurations ⇒ 3.5 days run time
exploration optimization

Costs:
1’417 to 675 $/mo

-52%

Run time:
2 to 1.6 hrs

-21%



Cheapest AWS Configuration Discovered by AI

3x m5.4xlarge 1x m5.8xlarge
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How AI Optimized Resource Usage: CPUs

-11% exec time

Bottleneck sped-up 
thanks to smarter CPU 
allocation



How AI Optimized Resource Usage: Memory

-11% exec time

-20 GB (17%) peak 
memory usage



Takeaways

• Tuning Spark is not trivial since there is no universal rule

• Wrong assumptions in big data environments lead to 
sub-optimal configurations and untapped potential

• Cloud solutions are no silver bullet

• AI can drive complex optimization efforts, assisting the 
performance engineer to achieve significant cost savings 
quickly
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